Abstract. Context-dependent adaptation is becoming a continuous necessity since we access our applications in more and more variegated contexts. Multimodality can be a significant support in such changing settings. We present a solution for obtaining automatic augmentation of Web applications in such a way as to enable them to exploit various combinations of graphical and vocal modalities. We report on the software architecture supporting such augmentations and its underlying context manager, as well as some example applications and first user tests.
Introduction
One consequence of the explosion of mobile technology has been that we use our applications more and more in dynamic contexts of use. Such contexts can vary in aspects related to the users (their preferences, abilities, physical and emotional state, etc.), the technology (devices, connectivity, interaction modalities, etc.), environment (noise, light, etc.) , and social aspects (privacy, trust, etc.) . Responsive design [14] has recently been widely adopted by many Web developers and designers since it provides support for adapting to various device features through fluid layout and stylesheets. It moreover provides the possibility of associating various visual attributes with groups of devices identified by some features detected through media queries.
However, in many cases responsive design is not enough for various reasons: • The contextual changes that this approach is able to detect are limited to device and window resolution, and orientation, while many other aspects may vary in the context of use that can have an impact on the user experience; • The changes that it is possible to specify are limited to hiding/showing some elements and changing the graphical attributes; no support for multimodality is provided. The idea behind model-based approaches [3] is to have declarative descriptions that can be used to provide implementation-independent descriptions in which the G. Ghiani et al.
purpose of each interface element is described. This approach is meaningful as is demonstrated by the fact that HTML5 has adopted it by providing more semantic tags, even if it is limited to only graphical user interfaces. Model-based approaches involve the effort of using an additional description level. This is justified by its potential support for adaptation, which is particularly effective when it involves the use of different modalities.
In this paper, we present a novel solution that addresses the limitations of responsive design. Instead of media queries we use a context manager, a software infrastructure able to detect any type of contextual change in terms of technology, users, and environments. Then, in order to better support the user, a server is able to provide for various adaptations, including augmenting the accessed Web pages in such a way as to exploit multimodality, in particular various combinations of graphical and vocal modalities. The adaptations to perform are expressed through adaptation rules in the format event/condition/actions in which the triggering events are detected by the context manager, and the action part indicates the adaptation effects that can even exploit the vocal modality still using standard HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. We have focused on the vocal modality, in various combinations with the graphical one, since it is spreading quickly thanks to rapid improvements in TTS/ASR technology (e.g., Google speech) and can support various types of input and output, including nonspeech sounds. Our environment also supports vibro-tactile feedback.
In the paper, after discussion of related work, we introduce a modality-based classification of the possible adaptations that can be supported by our solution, and describe its software architecture. We provide a description of the context manager supporting it, and report on two user tests. Lastly, we draw some conclusions and provide indications for future work.
Related Work
One type of approach to obtaining context-dependent applications is represented by the Context Toolkit [19] , which provides explicit mechanisms to handle contextdependent events. While such toolkits allow creating context-dependent applications, we provide a solution that makes any Web application context-dependent by merely requiring designers and developers (who could be different from those who created the original application) to provide only the desired adaptation rules to the adaptation engine. Thus, we focus on adaptations of Web applications, an area that has been addressed by previous work, e.g.
[12] proposed a solution for automatically retargeting Web sites through the use of machine learning techniques applied to existing designs. Our support provides broader dynamic adaptation based on context dependent adaptation rules, interpreted by our adaptation server. It is worth noting that our approach does not require rewriting or manually modifying the existing applications. We instead propose a middleware that is targeted to support developers/designers who want to augment their applications with limited effort and/or to third parties needing to augment the capabilities of Web-based applications (e.g., municipalities that aim to improve Web accessibility within the smart city).
